This Essay began as an effort to honor the work of the late Arizona Supreme Court Justice Michael D. Ryan by examining the impact of his work on Arizona law through the lens of his "most important" opinions. As with all things touched by Justice Ryan it has become something greater than its initial purpose. The Author began this project by surveying three hundred seven Arizona judges about Justice Ryan's published opinions. The results of this survey were quite surprising. Rather than identifying a common core of important opinions, the survey identified two mutually exclusive sets of important opinions: one for the appellate court and the other for the trial court. In an effort to understand this result, the Author reviewed the salience literature (which identifies measures of case or issue importance) and identified fourteen measures of salience. The application of those measures to Justice Ryan's published opinions only confirmed the results of the survey because no two measures identified the same set (or even similar sets) of opinions as important. This empirical analysis and review of Justice Ryan's published opinions demonstrated three things. First, Justice Ryan's opinions matter to a wide range of people including grandparents, illegal aliens, homeowners, schoolchildren, employees, and convicted felons on death row. Second, the salience literature does not identify a single unitary concept of importance, but rather many different concepts of importance. Finally, the empirical analysis discussed herein unequivocally demonstrates that whether an opinion is important depends upon who you ask.
Initially, the Author attempted to identify Justice Ryan's "important cases" by surveying three hundred seven Arizona judges. As discussed below, these surveys 2 In doing so, we should never forget that from the litigant's perspective every opinion is vitally important. Oversight Committee (where he was chair), and the County Task Force on the hiring 8 See id. at 10-11. 9 See id. at 11-12 (quoting Mrs. Ryan stating "He'd just come in the door after work and fling a baby over his shoulder right away"). In my personal conversations with Justice Ryan it was quite clear that he felt this type of service to others was vital to a good life. 10 Id. at 14. Republican-appointed, conservative, former marine had no hesitation in hiring a leftleaning academic. He was a soft-spoken man with a keen intellect, a well-honed wit, and a lack of ego who went out of his way to give others a second chance. I was honored when he agreed to officiate at my wedding and found it so within his character when he replied to my future in-laws' question of "How should we address you?" by simply saying "Mike."
Justice Ryan's sense of humor was also legendary. I was able to see it at play during the planning of the winter holiday party when it was decided that each of the Justices would submit a picture of them as a child for a "guess who this is" poster at the party. Justice Ryan's entry was the framed greeting card (set to look like an old photo) with a picture of a blonde child in a high chair holding a cigar and a bottle of what was clearly an alcoholic beverage.
Justice Ryan approached all of his life with kindness, compassion, dignity, humor, and dedication to others. The world is much worse off with his passing.
III. The Judicial Survey
This Part looks at the results of the survey the Author sent to three hundred seven Arizona judges asking them to rank ten of Justice Ryan's opinions on a scale of 11 Id. at 15.
zero (not important) to nine (most important). 12 The results were quite surprising: the rankings given to the opinions by the trial court judges were, at best, uncorrelated with the rankings the appellate court judges found important. And, on some ways of looking at the data, the rankings were negatively correlated. 13 This result indicates that a judicial survey method of measuring salience is courtspecific. In essence, we must examine the trial court results separately from the appellate court results. Once we do so we can use the average ranking of an opinion as a measure of its salience from that court's perspective.
With those average rankings calculated, we must next attempt to identify the most important opinions using the score generated for each opinion by applying the salience measure. This essay takes an opinion to be among the most important under a given salience measure if its score under a particular salience measure is more than one standard deviation above the mean for scores under that measure (if it has a zscore of 1.0 or higher). 14
A. Surveying the Trial Court
The survey asked the judges surveyed to rank on a zero to nine scale the importance of Justice Ryan's opinions. The Author then used the average ranking assigned to each opinion by the trial judges as a salience measure. Using the average 12 Despite judicial interest judicial surveys often have low initial response-rates. To increase the number of responses, the Author limited the number of case summaries in each survey to ten randomly selected from the thirty most cited opinions. Fifty Arizona judges completed the survey. 13 The trial court judges' rankings were uncorrelated with those of the appellate court judges. Similarly, there was no correlation based on average score given for each opinion. Finally, there was a negative correlation between the z-scores of the average ranking for appellate and trial judges. 14 Assuming a normal distribution, one standard deviation captures 68.3% of the data. The opinion begins by noting that the application of the new death penalty statute to Glassel's case does not violate the prohibition against ex post facto application of new laws. 23 The opinion also discusses the standards for judicial decisions about a defendant's lack of mental capacity as a basis for competence to stand trial, 24 voir dire in relation to the death penalty concept of mitigation that is "sufficiently substantial to call for leniency," 25 
C. Irreconcilable Differences
When the Author first realized that the survey showed no overlap between the trial court's and appellate court's most important opinions, he believed there must have been error either in analysis or execution of the survey and turned to the salience literature to resolve or identify the error. But, as discussed below, the Author found only a cacophony of salience measures which, when applied to the opinions, produced results as inconsistent with each other as those found in the judicial survey. As a result, the Author must conclude that there is no single notion of salience, but many different saliences. In essence, whether an opinion is important is dependent upon who you ask.
IV. The Salience Literature
The salience literate seems to implicitly recognize that whether a case or issue is salient is a function of asking salient for or according to whom? 49 
A. Fourteen Measures of Salience
Epstein and Segal's seminal work Measuring Issue Salience is a useful starting point because they discuss seven previously defined measures of salience and suggest their own (the eighth). According to them, a U.S. Supreme Court opinion has been considered salient if it (1) was reprinted in a constitutional law book, (2) was identified in
Congressional Quarterly, (3) was identified as a major decision in The Supreme Court
Compendium, (4) generated substantial Supreme Court citations within five years of the decision date; (5) generated at least eight law review articles within two years of the decision date; (6) was headlined on the advance sheets of the Lawyer's Edition, or (7) generated substantial amicus curiae participation. Epstein and Segal added their own eighth measure of salience: whether the opinion was the subject of a front-page story in the New York Times the day after the decision was published. 52 This measure has generated at least two modifications.
Collins and Cooper present a ninth measure that considers salience as coverage on any page 53 in at least one of four regional papers. 54 While Vining and Wilhelm offer a tenth measure under which a state court opinion is salient if it was the lead case in a story that appeared on "the state's most-circulated newspaper on the day immediately following the announcement of a ruling." 55
Shifting away from media-based approaches, Johnson, Black, and Ringsmuth
give us an eleventh and twelfth measure of salience. According to them, a case is legally salient if it "formally alters precedent or declares an act of Congress unconstitutional"; 56 and a case is salient to the judge if the judge asks more questions at oral argument in a given case. 57 Citations also play an important role in measuring salience. While Epstein and
Segal identify two such measures (the fourth identifying salience with the number of Supreme Court citations within five years of the decision date and the fifth identifying salience with the generation of at least eight law review articles within two years of the decision date), Cross and Springs talk about simply being subsequently cited by 52 See id. at 72 & n.7. Epstein and Segal's full approach is explained as "A salient case (1) led to a story on the front page of the Times on the day after the Court handed it down, (2) was the lead ('headlined') case in the story, and (3) was orally argued and decided with an opinion." Id. at 73. 53 Collins & Cooper, supra note 48, at 6 (giving a score of 2 for front page coverage, score of 1 for appearing on any other page, and a score of 0 for no coverage Third, a paper may post a story to the "front page" of its website and not the front page of the print edition. But, we do not have any archive for those web-pages that would enable us to identify such cases after the fact.
Lastly, the basic assumption of the newspaper metric is that newspapers have editors who have the expertise judge whether a published opinion is salient. This may no longer be true given the expansion of internet news organizations and aggregators. 68 As a result, this measure may cease being useful and, at minimum, may no longer measure what it did. 
b. Applying The Newspaper Metrics

ii. Legal Experts a. Headline on advance sheets of Lawyer's Edition
Instead of relying upon media experts, it is possible to rely upon the opinions of legal experts to identify salient opinions. For example, we could identify an opinion as salient if it was headlined in the advance sheets of the Lawyer's Edition. 75 Unfortunately, only U.S. Supreme Court opinions appear in the advance sheets for the Lawyer's
Edition. In addition, we cannot switch to advance sheets for other reporters because they are not archived anywhere. 76 As a result, this approach is not a useful measure of salience for state appellate courts.
b. Amicus participation
Another way to use the legal expert measure of salience is to count the relative number of amicus briefs filed for a given opinion-with greater amicus participation indicating greater salience. 77 There are some difficulties with the use of amicus participation as a measure of salience. First, amicus participation appears to have increased over time thereby potentially biasing salience in favor of more recent cases. 78
In addition, there is some indication that the number of amicus filings may be a measure of political rather than legal importance. 79 If we apply this metric to Justice Ryan's opinions, we find twelve salient opinions. alcohol when they were injured. 80 The Court held that because Arizona's worker's compensation system was designed to create a no-fault system, the addition of constraints limiting injured employee's rights under the system was unconstitutional. 81 The remaining ten opinions relate to death penalty cases. Nine of these attracted the same five amicus briefs. 82 ). These are the only fourteen oral arguments for which Justice Ryan wrote the opinion and for which the video is posted. The Arizona Supreme Court Clerk's office also provided the author with audio-cassettes of oral arguments for which there are no video recordings. Unfortunately, after reviewing these tapes it was not always clear, to the Author, who asked which question. Rather than using data that might be suspect, the Author chose to limit to just those opinions for which there was a video recording of the oral argument. 99 Picking oral arguments close in time, even the same day, decreases the chances that any differences we see in number of questions asked are due to external factors. 100 Here Justice Ryan authored five out of seven of the cases in which he asked the fewest questions. Once again, if opinions were distributed randomly, we would expect him to author twenty percent of these opinions (one to two) not seventy-one percent. This implies that both asking more than the "normal" amount of questions and asking fewer than the "normal" amount of questions are potentially valuable measures for identifying when a Justice may write the related opinion and which opinions the Justice thinks is most salient.
B. Measures of Retrospective Case Salience
Thus far we have examined measures of contemporaneous salience-measures that purport to identify cases that are considered salient at the time an opinion is issued.
In this section the Essay examines the salience of opinions as seen after the passage of time-retrospective salience.
i. Media Experts
One form of retrospective salience used to identify salient U.S. Supreme Court opinions is to rely upon a media-expert to identify retrospective salience. For example, our eighth listed method for identifying salience is to see if a case is listed as a major decision in Guide to the U.S. Supreme Court published by Congressional Quarterly (the "CQ List") 108 and written by David G. Savage of the Los Angeles Times. 109 The CQ List, by definition, does not deal with Arizona State Supreme Court cases and there is no comparable Arizona-specific media-based resource that we could use to assess the salience of Arizona specific cases.
ii. Legal Experts
As with contemporaneous measures of salience we also have measures of salience that are based upon the opinions of current legal experts as to an opinion's retrospective salience.
a. Reprinted in a constitutional law book
There are many problems with relying upon legal experts to identify retrospectively salient cases. Casebooks and monographs on a specified topic discuss opinions based upon the author's choice of opinions and that choice may arise not from the salience of the case but from pedagogical, rhetorical, or political reasons. 110 Cain v. Horne and In re Cameron T. have been described previously and will not be described at this point.
b. Identified as a major case in the Supreme Court Compendium
Another media expert measure of retrospective salience is The Supreme Court
Compendium which provides data on the U.S. Supreme Court. 114 It currently contains two lists of major cases: one based upon the New York Times measure, the other based upon the CQ Index. 115 Even if we ignore the problems with these measures described previously, they are not helpful as there is no comparable text on Arizona appellate and Supreme Court cases.
c. Citations
The final measure of salience examined in this essay is the idea that salience can be measured by the number of citations to a particular opinion. One method of counting citations is to focus on the number of times an opinion is cited by the courts. 
Falcon ex rel. Sandoval v. Maricopa County concerned the death of Guadalupe
Falcon at "a facility owned and operated by Maricopa County." 140 Before suing a public entity, the plaintiffs must provide notice to the public entity within 180 days of the injury. 141 "If the public entity is a county, the persons authorized to accept service under Arizona Rule of Civil Procedure 4.1(i) are either 'the chief executive officer, the secretary, clerk, or recording officer thereof.'" 142 Ms. Falcon's children attempted to provide notice of their claim by mailing a "certified [letter] to Supervisor Andrew Kunasek, a member of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors." 143 Regardless of whether the letter was received by Supervisor Kunasek, the letter was not passed on to the Board. 144 The Court found that even if the letter was sent to Supervisor Kunasek it was not sufficient notice under the statute because Supervisor Kunasek was not one of the identified persons. 145 As a result, the claim was barred. 146 Mejak v. Granville 
Death Penalty
State v. Newell is the only death penalty opinion that is cited at least one standard deviation above the mean but it is cited nearly four standard deviations more often than the mean. Newell addresses a wide range of issues. It begins by discussing
Appellate Court
As with the death penalty cases there is only one Appellate Court opinion, State v. Clark, 162 that is cited at least one standard deviation above the mean but it is cited nearly six standard deviations more often than the mean. This opinion has been discussed above.
d. Networked
A final method of measuring salience by counting citations relies upon using network theory to measure the citation counts. 163 While the author believes such an approach has great merit, the complexity of such an analysis will require a subsequent work.
VI. Conclusion
In the end, this Essay demonstrates a number of key points. First, Justice Ryan's opinions were deeply salient to many different people including grandparents seeking visitation rights, 164 defendants seeking a change in counsel, 165 defendants on death row, 166 illegal aliens seeking medical care, 167 homeowners seeking to understand restrictive covenants, 168 employees injured on the job, 169 and children in the Arizona educational system. 170 Second, while the many concepts of salience used in the salience literature may each identify a concept of importance, this essay has shown, at least at the state appellate level, that they do not identify some unified platonic ideal of importance. Third, the empirical analysis of the concepts of salience discussed here shows that whether an opinion is important is a matter of whose opinion you ask.
This Ryan was one such man. I was proud to be his clerk and miss him greatly.
